
12/9/19 Minutes  

 
I. Discussion of Math Rx, tutoring center outcomes. Overall, 82% of students with prescriptions in P.A. 

have completed prescriptions. For A1, 88% of students have completed prescriptions. We have had 
95 students visit the ASC (of the ones we've tracked). We have had 253 visits, so many of them are 
repeat visits. All visits have been for math with the exception of 3 student visits.  

  
II. Student comments:  

A. A relaxation room for students  
B. Intercom system? It is in progress.   
What about a Teams video? What are the logistics? How can we have them so that one or two classes 
are not unfairly impacted?   
• If we record the news, it can be played on a schedule that aligns with college and high school 

classes.  
C. Can we incentivize reading the newsletter? Hidden messages that lead to a prize.  
D. More student activities during the day--sports, pajama day, and/or free activities.   
  
III. Expansion Update  
A. HOS Castlerock interviews-- 2nd round is the first 90 days of having the position presentation. All 

were impressive. Decision will be made early next week. Virtual tour of CEC Inverness--impressive 
space.   

B. Enrollment update-- 483 Parker; 76 Castlerock with 15 in progress; 21 Inverness; CD 108 students 
and 5 in progress  

• Provide renderings of Inverness will help sell it.  
• Might be able to bring down in enrollment even more in Parker  
  

IV. Safety  
A. Camera/server updates--server is just dedicated to cameras. Up to 32 camera ultimately.   
B. Lanyard policy-- student lanyards will be yellow and must wear student IDs   
C. Campus Monitor-- transitioning to FT. Improved rapport with students.  
D. Charter Schools Alliance in Doug Co-- provide visibility of our schools and support. All charter 

schools in this area are working with Parker PD to coordinate a reunification plan at the Parker Field 
House.  

E. Campus culture: RAPP successes (teen court for restorative practices). Students can come before the 
RAPP for a restorative "sentence" to give back to the community.  

• Bad language initiative: Huge increase in offensive language. Student groups are tackling this 
initiative.   

• Aurora/Parker campus sports or play with other charter schools  
• Student/teacher sports  
  

V. Meet sometime in Feb  
 


